Mandarin *ma* Notes

1. Data collection credit: Jianjing Kuang of UCLA recorded Beijing university students in Beijing in summer 2011, on behalf of Kristine Yu of UCLA.

2. Contents
   - Audio and Textgrid files for
     - 6 Male speakers (M1-M6)
     - 6 Female speakers (F1-F6)
   - EGG files for
     - 6 Male speakers (M1-M6)
     - 6 Female speakers (F1-F6)
   - All files are of speakers saying the segmental sequence *ma* with varying tones.

3. Filename Convention
   - Eg. F1_01_a.wav
   - Format: SpeakerNumber_ToneNumber_Repetition
   - The first digit represents the speaker number.
   - The tone numbers are from 01-04. This translates to the following IPA correspondences:
     - 01 = 55
     - 02 = 24
     - 03 = 213
     - 04 = 51
   - There are a total of 5 repetitions (a-e) per tone type.